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Evaluation of different types
of face masks to limit the spread
of SARS‑CoV‑2: a modeling study
Brian M. Gurbaxani1,4*, Andrew N. Hill2,4, Prabasaj Paul3, Pragati V. Prasad3 &
Rachel B. Slayton3
We expanded a published mathematical model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission with complex, agestructured transmission and with laboratory-derived source and wearer protection efficacy estimates
for a variety of face masks to estimate their impact on COVID-19 incidence and related mortality in
the United States. The model was also improved to allow realistic age-structured transmission with a
pre-specified R0 of transmission, and to include more compartments and parameters, e.g. for groups
such as detected and undetected asymptomatic infectious cases who mask up at different rates.
When masks are used at typically-observed population rates of 80% for those ≥ 65 years and 60%
for those < 65 years, face masks are associated with 69% (cloth) to 78% (medical procedure mask)
reductions in cumulative COVID-19 infections and 82% (cloth) to 87% (medical procedure mask)
reductions in related deaths over a 6-month timeline in the model, assuming a basic reproductive
number of 2.5. If cloth or medical procedure masks’ source control and wearer protection efficacies
are boosted about 30% each to 84% and 60% by cloth over medical procedure masking, fitters, or
braces, the COVID-19 basic reproductive number of 2.5 could be reduced to an effective reproductive
number ≤ 1.0, and from 6.0 to 2.3 for a variant of concern similar to delta (B.1.617.2). For variants
of concern similar to omicron (B.1.1.529) or the sub-lineage BA.2, modeled reductions in effective
reproduction number due to similar high quality, high prevalence mask wearing is more modest (to 3.9
and 5.0 from an R0 = 10.0 and 13.0, respectively). None-the-less, the ratio of incident risk for masked
vs. non-masked populations still shows a benefit of wearing masks even with the higher R0 variants.
The emergence of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has had a substantial impact on populations globally,
with efforts across governments to prevent its remarkable spread. While social distancing has been universally
recommended since very early in the pandemic, recommendations for masks in the general population were
adopted later in many countries (see, for e xample1). Several factors contributed to the initial uncertainty around
the potential impact of widespread use of face masks on SARS-CoV-2 transmission. A large and well-designed
2015 study on cloth face masks (the main type of mask available to the public at the time) contributed to the
scientific uncertainty that these types of face coverings were effective for preventing the transmission of respiratory diseases2. There were initial hypotheses that cloth masks could give the wearer a false sense of protection and
even contaminate the wearer with accumulated viral particles, notably described in a high-profile study in the
Annals of Internal Medicine that was later retracted (for failure to note PCR assay values that were below the limit
of detection)3. Furthermore, a major concern at the beginning of the outbreak in the US was supply, especially of
high-quality masks like N95 respirators. As it became clear, however, that the virus can spread through exhaled
respiratory droplets from infected individuals without symptoms4, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recommended masks for general use early in the U.S. pandemic (as of April 20205). Evidence
continues to show that asymptomatic and clinically mild infections contribute substantially to SARS-CoV-2
transmission6–9. Together, this growing body of evidence has highlighted the importance of prevention measures,
like masking, to reduce transmission from people who are asymptomatic, undetected, or both6–8.
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Parameter

Value [reference]

Percentage of uninfected persons wearing masks at the outset

Varies by scenario

Mask efficacy as source control:

14

N95 respirator

96%

Medical procedure mask

56%

Cloth mask

49%

Gaiter

48%

Bandana

33%

Percentage of asymptomatic detected and symptomatic detected COVID-19 cases who adopt mask use

< 65 years old: 70%
≥ 65 years old: 90%

Percentage of symptomatic cases who know they have COVID-19

18.3% (see Supplement)

Average duration of incubation period—other SARS-CoV-2

6 days23

Delta VOC

4 days54,55

Omicron VOC

3 days56,57

Average duration of asymptomatic and symptomatic periods

9 days23

Relative infectiousness of asymptomatic cases/symptomatic cases

75%23

Percentage of infections that are asymptomatic

30%23

Probability of detecting asymptomatic case

10.7% (see Supplement)

Infection Fatality Ratio (IFR)

Ages 0–19: 0.00003
58,59

(IFR’s for Delta VOC ≈ 2 × shown for other SARS-CoV-2)

Ages 20–49: 0.0002
Ages 50–69: 0.005

(IFR’s for Omicron VOC are 0.09 of those for Delta VOC)60

Ages 70 + : 0.05423

Reduction in contact rate for symptomatic and detected asymptomatic persons wearing a mask

50%

Risk of death for symptomatic cases

See Supplement for calculation

Table 1.  Parameter values used in the simulation.

As the COVID-19 pandemic has continued, evidence has accumulated that face mask use by the general
population can limit the spread of SARS-CoV-2. This evidence has taken three main forms, described in order of
their appearance in the literature: 1) modeling studies that suggested that even if masks are limited in their efficacy, widespread use across the population could still reduce the spread of the virus to a considerable degree10,11,
2) laboratory studies that demonstrated masks physically block exhaled droplets and aerosols containing virus
from infected persons (source control) and also offer wearer p
 rotection12–14, and 3) epidemiological studies that
documented lower transmission in settings where masks were u
 sed15–19. In this study, we extend the model of
Worby and Chang to use age-stratified social contact patterns for the general U.S. population, and we analyzed
the model both employing the measured face mask efficacy parameters for a variety of specific types of masks
and for efficacy estimates that can act as benchmarks for evaluating these p
 roducts20.

Methods

We expanded the transmission model (used for studying resource allocation of masks) of Worby and Chang
(2020) for face mask adoption in a hypothetical population in several ways. Principally, we expanded it to the
age-stratified social contact patterns characteristic of the demographic profile of the United States. The underlying structure of the compartmental model is similar to but somewhat larger than that described in Worby and
Chang20, which we briefly summarize below. Parameters used in our model are shown in Table 1, which also
gives some indication of both the assumptions made in our model and how the Worby and Chang model was
enhanced (there are significantly more parameters).
Broadly speaking, individuals are classified according to their disease status, whether or not they are symptomatic if infected, and whether or not they wear a mask in public, similar to the Worby and Chang model.
However, unlike Worby and Chang, we differentiate asymptomatics into the detected (test positive) and undetected, because people who know they are infected might wear masks at different rates (it is assumed that those
who are symptomatic will wear masks at the same rates whether they are known SARS-CoV-2 positive or not),
and further stratify the model by age in 5-year age bands. People contact each other (defined as either direct
physical contact, e.g. through a handshake or a kiss, or a proximal, two-way conversation of 3 or more words)
at age-specific daily rates estimated for the United States, as described by Mossong et al. and Prem et al.21,22. We
compared the results of the model with the age stratification removed, and the results were significantly different (data not shown). Given that the infection fatality ratios (IFRs) are strongly age structured, we believe the
age stratification is appropriate. Vaccination is not explicitly part of the model and has not been included in this
study (see “Limitations” section for more on why this decision was made).
A schematic of the compartmental model is shown in Fig. 1. Susceptible individuals who are infected move
into an exposed compartment and thereafter into a pre-symptomatic compartment. Subsequently, a pre-specified
proportion of these individuals moves into an asymptomatic state, while the remainder become fully symptomatic. Pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic, and fully symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals all contribute
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Figure 1.  Schematic of compartmental model. Compartments are susceptible (S, green), exposed (E, yellow),
infectious compartments (pre-symptomatic P, asymptomatic and detected A
 d, asymptomatic and undetected Au,
symptomatic I, pink), recovered (R, gray), and died (D, gray). Superscript ‘n’ denotes no mask, and ‘m’ denotes
mask.
to the force of infection with varying degrees of infectiousness. All asymptomatic individuals recover, whereas a
proportion of fully symptomatic individuals do not recover and die. A fraction of asymptomatic cases is assumed
to be detected whereupon a fraction of these individuals begins to use a mask and continue to mask thereafter.
Similarly, a fraction of symptomatic cases is assumed to know they have COVID-19, and these individuals put
on a mask at the same adoption level as detected in asymptomatic cases. Symptomatic persons and detected,
asymptomatic persons who wear a mask also change their contact rates reflective of some degree of isolation/
quarantine. We do not include specific compartments modeling quarantine per se, but rather we reduce contact
rates which accomplishes the same purpose and maintains simplicity of compartmental structure while allowing a degree of mixing that might be anticipated among a fraction of infected individuals who are not strictly
isolating themselves. We also assumed a fraction of the general population adopts mask usage at the outset and
continues usage regardless of infection status. Other than the aforementioned masked cases, we assumed that
contact rates among age groups remain the same when people wear a mask.
One major innovation of our approach was to calibrate the above model to fit a user specified basic reproduction number, or R0. This was accomplished using the next generation matrix approach of van den Driessche and
Watmough52, using the largest eigenvalue to calibrate R0 (see supplemental material). Initially, a basic reproduction number of 2.5 was assumed in the absence of any mask use, consistent with CDC’s pandemic planning
scenarios23. We also explored the model with basic reproduction numbers of 4.0 and higher, in keeping with the
estimated magnitude of the alpha (B.1.1.7), delta (B.1.617.2), and omicron (B.1.1.529) v ariants24. The modeled
time horizon was 6 months and the cumulative number of infections and deaths were recorded. The impact of
various levels of mask adoption was assessed by calculating the relative reduction in cumulative infection and
deaths, comparing cumulative cases and deaths to the same model over the same time horizon with no mask
use in the entire population.
Masks were modeled to reduce transmission via two different mechanisms: source control efficacy, whereby
mask wearing by an infectious person reduces their likelihood of transmitting SARS-CoV-2; and wearer protection efficacy, whereby masks protect a susceptible person from becoming infected when exposed to an infectious
person. We examined adoption of various kinds of masks (e.g., cloth, medical procedure, N95 respirators) specifically incorporating estimates from a recent study of source control e fficacy14. A range of values of hypothetical
wearer protection efficacy was assumed for each kind of mask. Although it has generally been found that wearer
protectiveness coefficients are approximately half the source control v alues13,25,26, wearer protection efficacy was
allowed to vary in the plot because it could be greatly affected by how the mask is worn, maintained, and used.
Characteristics of each mask when worn according to manufacturers’ specifications can be found in Lindsley
et al. and are shown in Table 114. We do not address the issue of mask and respirator use in healthcare settings
in this paper, as there is substantial public health guidance regarding the use of personal protective equipment
in healthcare settings27.

Ethics approval and consent to participate. No human subjects were used in the study, therefore no
consent was needed.
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Figure 2.  Heat maps of the percentage reduction in cumulative infections at the end of 1 year relative to no
mask use in the population, assuming a baseline R0 = 2.5. Assumes 60% of the susceptible population < 65 years
old are wearing masks, 80% of those ≥ 65 years old wear masks, and both rates increase 10% for detectably
infected persons (whether symptomatic or asymptomatic). The simulation posits that 18.3% of symptomatic
infected people and 10.7% of asymptomatic infected individuals have been detected by screening and are known
to be carrying SARS-CoV-2 (see the Supplement). Mask efficacy parameters for source control and wearer
protection increase along the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. Reductions in cumulative infections
over 6 months are shown on the left; reductions in deaths are shown on the right. Heat maps were created with
the R statistical software version 4.1.3 (https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/), with the benefit of the R
packages ‘blockmatrix’53 and viridis (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/viridis/index.html).

Consent for publication. All authors consent to the publication. The paper has been cleared for publication by the CDC. The pre-print version of this article is present on https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/
2021.04.21.21255889v1. This article is not published nor is under publication elsewhere.

Results

Figure 2 depicts heat maps of reduced transmission and deaths over 6 months as a function of varied source
control efficacy and wearer protection efficacy. Mask wearing rates by the various sub-populations in the model
are provided in the figure caption. These rates were in line with surveys of mask usage in the United States in May
and June 2 02028. The colored bands of the plots represent contours of relative reduction. Going from the bottom
left corner of the figures (source control efficacy and wearer protection efficacy both 0%, equivalent to no mask
wearing in the population) these increase in 5% increments to the right top corner (source control efficacy and
wearer protection efficacy both 100%). For example, to obtain at least a 50% reduction in cumulative infections,
source control would need to be at least 55% efficacious in limiting transmission in the population for arbitrary
wearer protection efficacy. Source control would need to be approximately 45% effective to reduce the number
of deaths by half regardless of wearer protection efficacy.
Even with the source control and wearer protection efficacy for the types of mask that most wearers are likely
to use, such as medical procedure or cloth masks and gaiters (see Table 1), substantial reductions in case load
and death can be achieved with general population use at stated levels. Even at lower levels of use, reductions
are estimated to be substantial As source control and wearer protection efficacy approach 100% for the masks,
relative reduction in infections also approaches 100%, even though mask adherence is far from 100%, because
transmission dips below the epidemic threshold (i.e. an effective reproduction number < 1). Our simulations
project that a 70% reduction in cumulative infections, relative to zero mask usage, could be achieved with
hypothetical combinations of wearer protection and source control efficacies, respectively, of (0%, 65%), (25%,
50%), (40%, 35%), (50%, 25%), among many others lying on the 70% contour curve of the left panel of Fig. 2.
Figure 3 depicts the reduction in infections with different population-wide percentages of mask use, with
the assumption that mask wearer protection efficacy is half of source control efficacy and that mask use among
persons < 65 years old is 70% that of persons ≥ 65 years old. We evaluated these impacts for SARS-CoV-2 (3A,
left) and one of its highly contagious variants of concern (3B, right, for parameters similar to the Delta variant).
Mask wearing rates for detected and infected people are fixed at 90% for those ≥ 65 years old, and 70% for those
who are younger. Based on the model, in Fig. 3A if 25% of the general population ≥ 65 years old puts on a mask,
cumulative cases after 6 months are reduced by 23% (N95), 14% (medical procedure), 12% (cloth), 12% (gaiter),
and 9% (bandana). If mask adoption is 50% for the general population ≥ 65 years old, projected reductions in
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Figure 3.  The percentage reduction in cumulative infections after 6 months of simulation, relative to no mask
use in the population, as mask use varies in the general, susceptible population for different types of face masks.
Mask source control parameters are fixed according to estimates for the given types, and wearer protection
efficiency is assumed to be half of source control effectiveness. In this analysis, younger susceptible persons are
assumed to use masks at 70% of the rate of persons ≥ 65 years old. Known infected people ≥ 65 years old are
masked at a 90% rate, with younger persons at 70%. The baseline R0 in the absence of mask use is assumed to be
2.5 in the left panel and 6.0 in the right panel.
cases are 57% (N95), 32% (medical procedure), 28% (cloth), 28% (gaiter), and 20% (bandana). If mask adoption
is 75% for ≥ 65 years old, projected reductions in cases are 95% (N95), 65% (medical procedure), 55% (cloth), 54%
(gaiter), and 35% (bandana). Note that even with 0% mask use for the susceptible population (horizontal axis),
there is still a significant measure of infection control because of mask adoption among detected infected people.
Figure 3B shows similar results to 3A, but assuming a much more highly contagious variant, similar to Delta
(B.1.617.2) with an R0 = 6.0. The results are dramatically different, and even a high degree of adoption of the
highest efficacy masks does not completely stop transmission. Note that even if the susceptible population don
masks at a 100% rate, the mask wearing rates of detected asymptomatic and infected people are fixed at 90% (for
those > 65) and 70% (for those younger) in the simulation, which helps explain the seemingly low performance
of 100% mask wearing rate for N95 masks.
We estimated the incidence rate ratios (IRR) for new infections among mask wearers relative to non-mask
wearers over the course of 6 months, for different types of mask (Table 2). These estimates reflect the impact
of mask wearing on an individual wearer, whereas all of the other analyses in this paper are focused on the
population-level impact. The IRR at a given point in time is the ratio of the number of new infections per capita
among the mask wearing population to the corresponding number among the non-mask wearing population.
This assumes equal mixing of masked and non-masked individuals—modeling the tendency for those populations to self-segregate would tend to decrease these IRR values. As expected, the greater the mask efficacy, the
greater the difference in new infection rates as measured by the IRR. After 6 months, new infections are projected
to occur at around half the rate among mask wearers compared to those not wearing N95 respirators, whereas
in a scenario where medical procedure masks are worn, infections among mask wearers occur at around a 32%
lower rate. The IRR’s shown in Table 2 are for a simulation scenario using the ancestral strain (assuming R0 = 2.5).
The IRR calculations can be used to explore the effectiveness of masks during difference phases of the epidemic representing high, medium, and low incidence in society. We analyzed the IRR’s for different types of
mask at different places in the epidemic curve (timepoints) with variants of different transmissibility (ancestral,
delta, and omicron) as a way of looking at the different epidemiological scenarios. In general, masks perform
similarly whether incidence is high, medium, or low, with the better masks reducing the IRR’s more: the IRR’s
shown in Table 2 for the ancestral strain did not change for delta, except that they tended towards 1.0 at 4 months
because the simulation reached saturation (everyone who was going to become infected already had). Table 3
shows IRR’s for the omicron variant. Although Table 3 shows the effect of masks fading somewhat as the epidemic
progresses, investigation into the output of the simulation has shown this is due to the various subpopulations
of the simulation reaching saturation and depleting susceptibles, i.e. fewer of the non-masked population are
infected because there are fewer of them to infect, not because masks are performing worse.
We evaluated the impact of face mask usage rates and efficacy parameters on the effective reproduction
number for R
 0 = 2.5, R0 = 6.0, R0 = 10.0, and R0 = 13.0 to represent the impact of highly contagious variants of
concern (e.g., B.1.617.2, or delta, B.1.1.529, or omicron, and BA.2 for the omicron sub-lineage) (Fig. 4) [https://
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2 months
Type of mask

4 months

6 months

IRR

N95 respirator

0.47

0.47

0.47

Medical procedure

0.66

0.66

0.68

Cloth mask

0.69

0.7

0.72

Gaiter

0.69

0.7

0.72

Bandana

0.76

0.78

0.8

Table 2.  Incidence rate ratios (IRR) at 2-month intervals of new infections among masked vs. non-masked
population for the ancestral strain (R0 = 2.5). Each row represents a scenario in which all mask-wearing
individuals are assumed to wear the specified type of mask. Wearer protection efficacy is assumed to be half of
source control efficacy. It assumes 60% of the susceptible population < 65 years old are wearing masks, 80% of
those ≥ 65 years old wear masks, and both rates increase 10% for both detected and infected persons (whether
symptomatic or asymptomatic). IRR Incidence rate ratio.

2 weeks
Type of mask

3 weeks

4 weeks

IRR

N95 respirator

0.48

0.5

0.56

Medical procedure

0.67

0.71

0.85

Cloth mask

0.7

0.75

0.9

Gaiter

0.7

0.75

0.9

Bandana

0.77

0.83

0.99

Table 3.  Incidence rate ratios (IRR) at 1-week intervals of new infections among masked vs. non-masked
population for the omicron variant (R0 = 10.0). Each row represents a scenario in which all mask-wearing
individuals are assumed to wear the specified type of mask. Wearer protection efficacy is assumed to be half of
source control efficacy. It assumes 60% of the susceptible population < 65 years old are wearing masks, 80% of
those ≥ 65 years old wear masks, and both rates increase 10% for both detected and infected persons (whether
symptomatic or asymptomatic). IRR Incidence rate ratio.

covid19scenariomodelinghub.org/viz.html]29–32. Panels A and B in the upper half of the figure (corresponding
to the ancestral strain of SARS-CoV-2 and the delta variant, respectively) show R
 e on a scale from 0.5 to 6, and
panels C and D in the lower half of the figure (corresponding to omicron and the omicron sub-variant, BA.2)
show Re on a scale from 1 to 13. Note that warmer colors corresponding to higher effective reproduction numbers
are visible in the lower left-hand corner of the right panels but less so in the left panels. As we approach 100%
source control and wearer protection efficiencies, masks reduce effective reproduction number < 1 for the R
 0 = 2.5
scenario, but not for the higher R0 scenarios, given the same wearing percentages used to generate Fig. 2. For
example, when the baseline R
 0 = 2.5, an effective reproduction number of 1 is achieved by a hypothetical mask
with source control and wearer protection efficacies of 84% and 60%, respectively. However, these same efficacies
would result in an effective reproduction number of 2.33 when the baseline R0 = 6.0, as is likely the case with the
Delta variant of concern, and an R
 e = 3.9 and 5.0 for baseline R
 0 = 10.0 and 13.0, respectively (for the Omicron
variants). Those efficacies for masks are achievable with common cloth masks and medical procedure masks if
they are doubled up, if the cloth masks have filter inserts, or if either type of mask is overfit with a fitter or brace
to ensure a tighter fi
 t33–35. If source control efficacy is 96% and wearer protection efficacy is > 70% (in line with
efficacies for properly worn N95 respirators) then the effective reproduction numbers are < 1.0 (R0 = 2.5), 2.19
(R0 = 6.0), 3.66 (R0 = 10.0), and 4.71 ( R0 = 13.0). Similarly, adoption of medical procedure masks (source control
efficacy 56%, wearer protection efficacy 28%), results in effective reproduction numbers of 1.30 ( R0 = 2.5), 2.98
(R0 = 6.0), 4.96 (R0 = 10.0), and 6.35 ( R0 = 13.0). Please note that in Fig. 4, even when source control and wearer
protection efficacies of masks are zero, there is still some small measure of containment due to the reduced
contact rates of those who are detected and infected (whether symptomatic or asymptomatic) in the simulation.

Discussion

Our results highlight the potential for substantial reduction in SARS-CoV-2 transmission, even with moderately
effective masks, when they are worn consistently correctly (over the chin and covering nose and mouth) and/or
per manufacturers’ specifications by a large portion of the population. These findings underscore the potential
impact of population-wide measures that can control transmission from infected individuals who do not have
symptoms, both pre-symptomatic individuals who are infectious prior to developing symptoms and individuals
who never experience symptoms. By extending the Worby and Chang model, we evaluated the impact of different face mask use by age and highlight the need for wide adoption of these interventions. Pairing this modeling
framework with laboratory-derived parameters for source control efficacy of different types of face masks helps to
more accurately compare the relative efficacy of each mask type as an intervention. Even with more specific source
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Figure 4.  Effective reproduction ( Re) number for given mask use by varying efficacy parameters shown on
the horizontal and vertical axes. This analysis assumes 90% and 70% mask use rates for infectious and detected
persons older and younger than 65 years of age, respectively, and 80% and 60% among susceptible persons for
the same age breakdown. Asymptomatic detection and symptomatic awareness fractions are given in Table 1.
The baseline R
 0 in the absence of mask use are assumed to be 2.5 (A, similar to the SARS-CoV-2 ancestral
strain), 6.0 (B, similar to delta variant), 10.0 (similar to omicron B.1.1.529), and 13.0 (similar to the omicron
BA.2 sub-lineage). Note that Re has a scale from 0.5 to 6 in heatmaps (A,B) and 1 to 13 in heatmaps (C,D). Heat
maps were created with the R statistical software version 4.1.3 (https://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/),
with the benefit of the R packages ‘blockmatrix’53 and viridis (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/viridis/
index.html).
control parameterization, the results are generally consistent with previous modeling studies10,11: face masks with
realistic source control efficacy can reduce transmission substantially, and widespread adoption can mitigate
transmission at the population level. Furthermore, if the most common types of face mask—cloth and medical
procedure masks—can be enhanced with more recent recommendations to improve fit around the nose and
mouth, such as braces, elastic fitters, or even double masking, those substantial reductions can be improved upon.
Our study and several others suggest that the magnitude of reduction in SARS-CoV-2 transmission increases
non-linearly with increased mask usage. The reasons for the non-linear multiplier effect are several, at least
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including potential epidemiological, immunological, and behavioral m
 echanisms17,27,35,36. Non-linear terms are
inherent in the mathematical mechanism of transmission reduction, given that masks act as both source control
on the infected and personal protection on the susceptible, terms which are multiplied together in the transmission equations. This can be seen in the curvature of the line graphs of Fig. 3 as mask usage increases (diminishing
returns can be seen as mask usage increases towards 100% in Fig. 3A for the N95 respirators, however). Furthermore, it is hypothesized that there are non-linear effects inherent in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 infection,
in that masks reduce the initial viral exposure even if a wearer becomes infected despite the mask, decreasing
the severity of infection, reducing viral load and shedding, and increasing the asymptomatic ratio17,36,37. If this
hypothesis is substantiated and we ignore complications arising from a higher asymptomatic rate (i.e., more
challenges with case identification), then there are potentially several non-linear terms describing how the
reproduction number decreases with mask efficacy and use. Lastly, analysis of data on behavioral correlates of
face mask use shows that people wear face masks more often when they see others do so, even when they already
intended to wear a m
 ask28. If changes in behavior were modeled, this would add another favorable non-linear
term to the impact of mask wearing.
The pandemic literature does contain a minority of reports that do not confirm the efficacy of masks, although
these studies have some important limitations. In particular, commentaries have been written about the methodological limitations of a recent publication by Bundgaard et al. that appears to question the efficacy of face
masks38–40. Specifically, the study was only powered to test if the wearer protection efficacy of medical procedure
masks (referred to as “surgical masks” in Bundgaard et al.) was > 50% and was not designed to measure their
effect as source control (because it was estimated only 5% of the population were wearing masks at the time of
the study). The Bundgaard et al. results were underpowered to detect wearer protection efficacies of medical
procedure and cloth masks. This is similar to another randomized controlled trial (RCT) of cloth face masks as
wearer protection against influenza virus infection among healthcare workers by MacIntyre et al.2: the study was
designed to evaluate only the wearer protection effectiveness, not the source control effectiveness. Critically, the
MacIntyre et al. study did not compare cloth masks to no mask, only to masks of the health workers’ choosing,
potentially including medical procedure masks. Hence, this RCT in a healthcare setting did not have the negative
control of not wearing a mask to help inform definitive conclusions about the efficacy of cloth face masks for the
general population in non-healthcare settings. In fact, a follow-up study by MacIntyre et al. in 2020 found that
healthcare workers whose cloth masks were laundered by the hospital were protected as well as those who wore
medical masks41. Also, recent results from an epidemiological study42 analyzing population level mask mandates
where masks are more widely used are much more positive regarding the effectiveness of masks. Other studies,
reviews, and meta-analysis critical of mask efficacy in the general population did not evaluate masks specifically
as source control (often as wearer protection only), did not control for proper wearing and fitting of masks, and/
or missed other relevant studies showing significant mask e fficacy43. In this study we analyze the wholistic effect
of masks as both source control and wearer protection in a broad area.
In an attempt to determine if the modeled effect size of masks as an intervention in this study match what is
being seen in real epidemiological studies, we have reviewed the recent literature44–48. The relative risks shown
in the various studies agree fairly well with the IRR’s (incidence rate ratios) shown in Table 2 of this paper.

Limitations. Despite widespread usage of masks and other mitigation strategies49, transmission of SARSCoV-2 remains inadequately controlled in the United States. There are many potential reasons why surveillance
data and ecologic field studies might not show the magnitude of reduction in infections due to increasing mask
usage predicted here. The parameters used in the models developed here might need to be better calibrated to
match local transmission probabilities when individuals contact one another (either through direct physical
contact, e.g. through a handshake or kiss, or a proximal, two-way conversation consisting of 3 or more words).
Also, surveys indicating mask usage in the population may have overestimated adherence over time or the
proper use or maintenance of masks. We model mask use as a set of parameters that can vary by age, but not by
other societal subgroups, and our age groups were only divided into ≥ 65 years and < 65 years. Furthermore, our
model does not distinguish between differing contact rates within relevant populations such as schools, workplace, and households, but instead uses U.S.-national estimates for contact rates.
The source data for mask efficacy used in these models were derived from controlled laboratory simulations
and not from human experiments. Measurements by other groups of filtration efficiency using actual human
volunteers tend to show more variation, and in some cases the efficacies are lower than those reported h
 ere50,51.
Another key limitation of the study is that we do not model vaccination in the population. Vaccine efficacy
(VE) against infection has varied over time, both due to waning immunity and to account for the emergence
and proliferation of immune escape variants. One would need to more explicitly represent the time horizon over
which individuals were vaccinated, the rate of waning, and the rate of boosting (including how third and fourth
doses of vaccine impact estimates of VE for infection and VE for death). Additionally, there likely is collinearity
between mask wearing behaviors and vaccination that would need to be considered in a model. We therefore
chose a parsimonious model that would allow us to focus on evaluating the potential impact of different face
mask adoption strategies in a hypothetical population.
Other limitations of the study are that mask usage is not assumed to vary over time, although it is likely that
consistent and correct mask use may increase or decrease over time as individuals change their behaviors. Thus,
we model homogeneous and unchanging mask use in a limited number of subgroups vs. the reality that mask
wearing is heterogeneous according to mask type, sub-population, maintenance and proper use, and many other
time-varying characteristics. This may result in over-estimation of the impact of face masks on the pandemic. If
so, even higher mask uptake would be necessary to achieve substantial reductions in cases than is indicated here.
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Although the post-holiday 2020–2021 surge in cases seems large given a fairly high rate of mask usage, we
have no solid counterfactual information for c omparison12, i.e. we do not know what the results would have
been with no mask usage.

Conclusions

Modeling studies, including this analysis, have estimated how face masks can reduce transmission of SARSCoV-2 and make a major impact at the population level, even with varying levels of adherence and effectiveness
of masks. Multiple public health interventions are needed to reduce the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and, as
our analysis shows, robust use of face masks is an important contributor. Face masks of various materials have
the potential to substantially reduce transmission in the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, depending on the type and fit
of mask and the percentage adoption in the population. Furthermore, by attempting a more exact quantitation
of the impact of masking, studies like this can show, for example, that for highly contagious new variants, such
as the Delta and Omicron variants of concern, masks alone are not enough to contain the outbreak, and other
control strategies are needed (e.g. social distancing, hand washing, and vaccination). Public outreach and policies
encouraging mask wearing, especially highly efficacious masks such as N95 and KF94, need to be encouraged
along with other prevention strategies. In fact, this study suggests that even the imperfect use of masks over the
course of the pandemic has likely reduced both cases and deaths significantly.

Data availability

R code is available upon request.
Received: 17 September 2021; Accepted: 29 April 2022
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